Full Terms & Conditions – Grayson’s Robes Competition

**Competition**

1. The competition is run by University of the Arts London of 272 High Holborn, London WC1V 7EY ("UAL").

**Eligibility**

2. The competition is open to students enrolled on any UAL course during the academic year 2022/2023 who are not currently suspended from UAL and whose suspension extends beyond the Closing Date (as defined in clause 6). UAL may require you to provide proof that you are eligible to enter the competition.

3. Entries are permitted alone or as part of a team of a maximum of four (4).

4. Only one (1) entry per person is permitted.

5. UAL reserves all rights to disqualify you if your conduct is contrary to the spirit or intention of the competition.

**How to Enter**

6. The competition will run from 16 January 2023 to 24 February 2023 ("Closing Date") inclusive.

7. All entries must be submitted by no later than 5pm on the Closing Date. All entries submitted after the Closing Date are automatically disqualified unless late submission has been agreed with UAL in advance due to sickness and proof of such sickness has been provided to UAL if requested.

8. To enter the competition, participants are encouraged to complete the registration of interest form which can be found on this webpage to ensure they are kept informed about the competition and then submit a front and back design for the robes and crown (no bigger than A3) along with some fabric swatches via the dedicated collection point in any UAL College by the Closing Date. Postal entries or any other form of entry will not be accepted. There is no charge to enter the competition.

9. By entering the competition, you will be deemed to be bound by and have accepted these terms and conditions. Your agreement to these terms and conditions is given for the benefit for UAL and UAL shall have the right to enforce these terms and conditions. Your failure to comply with these terms and conditions will give UAL the right to disqualify your entry.

10. UAL will not accept responsibility for entries that are lost, mislaid or delayed, including, for example, as a result of technical malfunction or systems, network, server, computer hardware or software failures of any kind. It is your responsibility to ensure that you have a back-up copy of your entry.

**Shortlisting**

11. After the Closing Date, approximately five (5) entries will be shortlisted by Sir Grayson Perry based on the design that Grayson feels most suitably matches the criteria of the brief (each a “Shortlisted Entry”).

12. If your entry is chosen as a Shortlisted Entry, you will be required to pitch your Shortlisted Entry in person to Grayson and UAL staff. You will not be permitted to take any filming or photography at the pitch unless otherwise agreed by UAL.

13. The winner(s) of the competition will be judged by Grayson. The decision of the judge will be final.
14. UAL will contact the winner(s) to advise them that they have been selected as soon as reasonably practicable after the pitch. If you are a winner, you must not disclose this publicly until the Announcement Date (as defined in clause 15).

15. The winner(s) of the competition will be announced publicly via UAL communication channels in April 2023 ("Announcement Date").

16. If you are a winner(s) of the competition, you agree to participate in any reasonable publicity required by UAL.

**Physical Garment**

17. If you are selected as the winner(s) of the competition, you or someone within your team if entering as a team will be required to construct and deliver a physical garment ("Physical Garment"), without any external assistance, reflecting your Shortlisted Entry to UAL at your sole cost using the Prize (as defined in clause 21) by no later than 8.30am on the day of the first 2023 UAL graduation ceremony on 11 July 2023 or such other time and date as reasonably advised by UAL.

18. If you are selected as the winner(s) of the competition, you will be required to attend fitting sessions with Grayson between April 2023 to June 2023 to ensure the Physical Garment is the correct fit. You will also be required to be available at the first 2023 UAL graduation ceremony. The Physical Garment will be worn by Grayson at the 2023 UAL graduation ceremonies.

19. Title and risk in the Physical Garment will pass to UAL on delivery. For the avoidance of doubt, UAL shall be entitled to use the Physical Garment at UAL’s sole discretion at any time in the future.

20. If you are selected as the winner(s) of the competition, you will not be permitted to reveal your entry or the Physical Garment, or any images thereof, until UAL has publicly revealed the Physical Garment at the first 2023 UAL graduation ceremony. UAL may also reveal some teasers of the Physical Garment on social media in advance of the first 2023 UAL graduation ceremony.

**Prizes**

21. The winner(s) will receive a cash prize of one thousand five hundred pounds (£1,500) (the “Prize”). If you enter the competition as part of a team, the Prize will be split by UAL equally among all members of the team.

22. Please allow a reasonable time for payment of the Prize after UAL has advised you that you are the winner. The Prize may not be claimed by a third party on your behalf.

**Intellectual Property Rights**

23. UAL does not claim any rights of ownership in your entry. If your entry was created as part of a team, you and the other students in your team shall agree between yourselves who owns the intellectual property rights. We won’t be involved in any disputes arising from you and your team’s decision.

24. You agree that UAL may, but is not required to, make your entry available on its website or social media channels and at any 2023 UAL graduation ceremonies and in any other media materials in connection with UAL, the competition and any related publicity.

25. You hereby grant UAL a perpetual, non-exclusive, worldwide, irrevocable licence to use, reproduce, display, publish and disseminate all or part of your entry, in print and digital form, for the purpose of promoting and publicising UAL, UAL’s courses and the competition.

26. You warrant that (i) your entry is all your original work; (ii) you have not copied, in whole or in part, any third party work and (iii) you have not granted any licence in relation to your entry other than set out above.
27. You agree to:

(a) irrevocably and unconditionally waive all moral rights in your entry which you may now or at any time in the future be entitled to by law; and

(b) never assert your moral rights or make any public statement objecting to UAL’s use of your entry as permitted by these terms and conditions.

General

28. UAL excludes all liability, so far as permitted by law, for any loss and/or damage that you may suffer resulting from access to and/or participation in this competition and/or use of the Prize, including all direct, indirect and/or consequential loss or damage. Nothing in these terms and conditions will operate to exclude or restrict UAL’s liability for fraud, death or personal injury resulting from its negligence.

29. UAL reserves the right to hold void, suspend, cancel or amend the competition if it becomes necessary to do so.

30. These terms and conditions shall be governed by English law, and the parties submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of England and Wales.